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24 steel plates 
KADK's internal artistic research call 2020 
Lektor Arkitekt maa. Frans Drewniak



24 steel plates 

Installation involving experiments with ephemeral architecture made out of  raw 
industrial steel plates. “24 steel plates” addresses questions towards a more circular 
agenda within architecture and construction including the potential aesthetic qualities 
working with an awareness of  material resources. 

Clarity 
This section addresses in particular the aesthetic origin, relations and the way in which this work stands 
forward. 

The project was created in the meeting with the central room in Rødovre Library. The library was built 
in 1969 by Arne Jacobsen as part of  a park campus with an apartment block and the City Hall by the 
same architect, built in 1956 and 1960. 

As also suggested by Thau and Vindum 1 Jacobsen is here under the influence of  international currents 
and specifically Philip Johnson and it adds to the exterior of  the building a very monumental almost 
caricatured figure; a closed “library shrine”outside but with a light and elegant interior that opens inside 
around 6 glazed courtyards.  

One of  these is the central exhibition space where four thin columns span a square of  approx. 10x10m 
covered by an almost floating cantilevered roof. For an exhibition of  study projects, I proposed a 
circular room for an installation to be placed in the middle of  the central room.  

The work and the installation on site can be seen as a "homage" too Jacobsen and his legacy in Danish 
neoclassicism that forms part of  the Jacobsen known as one of  the most remarkable modern danish 
Architects.  

The room within a room was installed in the heart of  the library. It appeared light in material yet its 
form resembling that of  a Doric column. The plan perfectly situated in the axis and centre of  the 
“library shrine”.  

Density 
This section addresses in particular the production process and technique, including the experimental 
framework. 

“Når materialet svarer igen” (When the material answers back) is an overall framework for my artistic 
research in which the discussion of  the importance of  experimentation and the criteria that qualifies 
experimentation are pivotal. 
 
The idea was that 24 light elements together should form a circle which, by supporting each other, 
should stay upright without further help. After a few attempts the choice quickly fell on an untreated 
steel plate measuring 1x2 m with a thickness of  1mm. The flat plate from the factory could be bent 
with five thin 3mm traction bands to a smooth curvature that made the plate self-supporting and able 
to stand upright on a flat floor. 
 
A "hinge" of  a standard spring washer "as found" was developed (see photo if  detail). The locking 
between each of  the plates added additional stability and finally the circular space with a diameter of  
just over 6 m could be raised to a coherent figure.  
 
Many contemporary architectural practises build on preconceived solutions and by "recognised 
construction techniques”. Something else was going on here! My intention was only very loosely 



outlined and no one made special demands and expectations. I was in “open mode” listening to the 
material.  
 
Several very concrete physical phenomena support this experience. I ordered a plate for the workshop 
that was 1.25 mm thick. 1/4 mm thicker than the first. The plate could no longer be bent by simple 
force and at the same time the weight of  each plate was increased from 16 to 20 kilos. The increased 
thickness made a very different and more parabolic curvature no longer able to be held in place by the 
thin traction bands. Only by a thickness of  exactly 1 mm the plate was strong enough while also 
"returning" to its original planar plate shape when the tension straps were removed. 
 
This installation thus adds to an idea of  material and space where experiments between making and 
designing are integrated processes. 
 
The quality of  the work brought forward is produced by a “sensuous encounter between maker and 
material” and not preconceived. Thereby relating to research by peers discussing the criteria that 
qualifies experimentation 2 as well as the idea that matter itself  could suggest form understood in the 
works and the words of  Constantin Brancusi : 
 
"Matter must continue its natural life when modified by the hand of  the sculptor. Matter should not be 
used merely to suit the purpose of  the artist, it must not be subjected to preconceived ideas and to a 
preconceived form. Matter itself  must suggest subject and form; both must come from within matter 
and not be forced upon it from without” 3 
  
Depth 
This section addresses in particular rules for artistic practice and relations with existing meaning- 
making in culture and society. 

“They make architecture out of  readymades” and “They attempt to make as much advantage as 
possible of  the character and performance of  the readymade, altering ore adding as little as possible” 
says Charlotte Bundgaard about Lacaton & Vassal referring to Latapie house, Floirac 1993. 4 
 
Thus the installation in Rødovre Library in a similar way discusses light and ephemeral architecture 
where a stack of  24 1 mm steel plates transforms into a temporary exhibition space able to fold and 
unfold and return to the stack again and again.  
 
The steel plates are used just the way they come. The size and surface are “of  the shelf ” and after use 
noting is altered and they could return to the stack in the factory unnoticed. 
 
The structure can be assembled by four persons in two hours and dismantled in half  the time. When 
disassembled the plates return to their original flatness all together measuring only 24 mm x 1000 mm x 
2000 mm. The structure has travelled Denmark being assembled and disassembled in Rødovre, 
Bornholm and Copenhagen. Se photos from various exhibitions included. 
 
The installation and work wants to raise awareness of  contemporary architecture to address challenges 
of  a more circular agenda including aesthetic qualities of  working with concepts of  readymades and 
design for assembly and disassembly. 
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Metal workshop KADK 2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak



Rødovre Main Library 1967. Photo © Rigmor Mydtskov & Steen Rønn / Arne Jacobsen



Rødovre Main Library 2017. General plan with the installation placed in the centrale assembly hall

Rødovre Main Library 2017. Plan with the installation placed in the centrale assembly hall



Rødovre Main Library 2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak



Former industrial laundry in Allinge  2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak



Former industrial laundry in Allinge  2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak



Former industrial laundry in Allinge  2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak



Cirkulær Economy - Exhibition KADK 2017. Photo © Frans Drewniak
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